Alternative Investments – Private Debt and
Equity
Private Debt (PD) and Private Equity (PE) are
alternative investment categories which are
characterized by a low correlation with other,
traditional investments, an underlying asset difficult
to value, relatively low liquidity and high purchasing
costs.
Next to PD and PE, alternative investments include a
range of additional instruments and types, such as
venture capital, hedge funds, managed futures, art
and antiques, commodities, derivatives contracts, or
real estate. Characterized as complex and not heavily
regulated, alternative investments are usually held
by institutional investors, alternative investment
funds, accredited family offices or high-net-worth
individuals.
PD comes in many forms, but most commonly refers
to non-bank institutions extending loans to private
companies. Whilst typically held till maturity,
sometimes PD-related loans are traded on the
secondary market. - PD funds come in different
shapes and sizes and focus on following strategies,
among others:
 Direct lending: Foremost senior loans made to
mid-market companies without an intermediary.
May include revolving credit lines, second lien
loans.
 Special situations: Debt or structured equity
investments made with the intent of gaining
control of a company, often one in financial
distress. Can include trading in the secondary
market, direct origination or distressed debt
where the manager believes price dislocation is
present.
 Distressed debt: Differs from special situations,
as usually involves purchase of securities in the
secondary market, rather than new origination
of debt or structured equity.
 Mezzanine debt: Subordinated debt, generally
with features like preferred equity, or such as
warrants — which increase the value of the
debt. Often used in Leveraged Buyouts (LBOs).
 Infrastructure debt: For development of as well
as already existing, standing assets, generally
longer term (30+ years).

Common investment strategies in the asset class of
PE are medium- to long-term as well as illiquid and
comprise among others leveraged buyouts
(LBOs), venture capital, growth capital, as well as
distressed investments or mezzanine capital. When
used at investment level, PE typically refers
to investment funds, most of them organized
as limited partnerships that buy, grow or restructure
companies that are not publicly traded.
 In an LBO transaction, for example, a PE fund
acquires control in a firm, restructures the
acquired asset and attempts to resell it at a
substantially enhanced value, aiming for a high
return on equity. The restructuring frequently
involves cutting costs, which produces higher
profits short-term (whilst by times damaging
customer relationships and workforce morale
long-term). Almost always, LBOs rely on financial
engineering (enhancing return on equity by
extensive use of tax-deductible debt financing).
 Venture capital investments, for instance, are
characterized by providing capital to startup or
early-stage businesses that have the potential to
innovate markets and grow quickly. Usually
minority investments, they are deemed high risk,
involve pure equity only and bank on company
growth with the business´s valuation increasing.
 Growth capital refers to equity investments,
often minority investments, in relatively more
mature companies seeking capital to expand or
restructure operations, enter new markets or
finance a major acquisition without a change of
control of the business. Companies seeking
growth capital often do so to finance a
transformational event in their respective life
cycle stage.
Whilst PE-related investments are rather illiquid, a
secondary market (PE secondaries) has developed,
addressing demand by investors with somehow
lesser risk appetite.
PE investment groups are geared towards long-hold,
multiple-year investment strategies in illiquid assets,
often having control and influence over operations.
Hedge funds, on the other hand, rather focus on
short- / medium-term liquid securities, which can – if
required – be quickly converted to cash. Also, hedge
funds usually do not seek direct control over a
business or an asset they are invested in.

